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POISSON STRUCTURE OF THE

QUANTUM AFFINE SPACE

Kangju Min and Sei-Qwon Oh

The aim of this note is to construct a Poisson algebra A such that 

there is a bijection between the set of symplectic ideals of A and the 

set of primitive ideals of the coordinate ring of quantum affine space, 

denoted by O(1(kn), in the case when q E k* is not a root of unity 

and k is an uncountably infinite and algebraically closed field with 

characteristic zero. The primitive ideals of Oq(kn) were classified 

in [4] and S.P. Smith suggested that the primitive ideals of certain 

algebras related to quantum groups should correspond bijectively to 

the symplectic leaves of a naturally associated Poisson structure on 

the associated algebraic variety. Hence this note confirms S.P. Smith’s 

suggestion for Oq(kn).

The coordinate ring Oq(kn) of quantum affine space is the alge

bra over a field k generated by xi,xn subject to the relations 

XjXi = qxiXj, i < j, for some q E k*. The quantum matrices algebras 

and the quantum enveloping algebra of a semisimple Lie algebra act 

on Oq(kn). The reader is refferecl to [4] or [5] for the further back

ground and these actions on the algebra O(1(kn). Henceforth we shall 

assume that q E k* is not a root of unity and the ground field k is an 

uncountably infinite and algebraically closed with characteristic zero.

Let P be a free abelian group with finite rank n and let cr : P x
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P ——> k* be an antisymmetric bimultiplicative map. That is,

c『(Ai + A2,jiz) = cr(A1,/i)cr(A2,^) 

이AaO = 이>, A)-1.

Then(T is a 2-cocycle and thus we have the twisted group algebra kaP 

that is defined by the commutation relations:

t〉〔t 서丄 = c『2(A,/』)血/入

Define

Pa = {AeP|(72(A,A0 = l V/zGP}.

Clearly Pa is a free abelian subgroup of P.

LEMMA 1. The centre Z(kaP) of kaP is

Z@P) = {으 WaIAeF,}, 
A

which is isomorphic to the group algebra. kPa.

PROOF. Put Z = Z^k^P). For f = 乞人 a\t\ G kaP, / G Z if and 

only if 1시寸 = ft나 for all p G P. Since t甘 = 名人하2(白, X)a\t\t바, this 

will occur if and only if X E P(r for all A in the support of f.

THEOREM 2. There is a bijection preserving inclusions between 

the ideals of kaP and the ideals of the center Z(kaP). That is, if I 

is an ideal of kaP then I = (I Q Z(kaP))kaP7 and if J is an ideal of 

Z(kaP) then J = JkaP A Z(kaP).

PROOF. Consider the action of P as automorphisms of kaP defined 

by

A(Zm) = a2(A, 서)하 = t〉、』?.
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Let T be a transversal for Pa in P. Then the weight space decompo

sition of kaP under this action is

(*) 于P= ①匕(改P) 히

If I is an ideal of kaP then I must be invariant under this action and 

so

z = ① z n z(kap)t, = ① (z n z(kap))t, = (z n z(kap))kap.

If J is an ideal of Z(kaP) and x G JkaP D Z(kaP) then x = 

^2 - Xifi for some Xi E J and fi E kaP. Replace each fi to an element 

written by the decomposition (*) and then x can be expressed by 

x = '亡ayty for some ay E J. Since x G Z(k*P), \i v $ P(y then 

= 0 and so x E J. Therefore we have that J = JkaP A Z(kaP).

Note that O(1(kn) can be expressed as an n-fold iterated skew poly

nomial ring starting with the field k; hence, Og(kn) is an affine do

main. We write Pq(kn) for the localization of Oq(kn) with respect to 

the multiplicative set generated by ⑦i,⑦n.

LEMMA 3. For a free abelian group P with basis {句,en}, let cr 

be an antisymmetric biinultiplicative map on P defined by

( q~1/2 

cr(ei,ey) = { 1
I qm

z < J 

i = j 

i > j

Then Pq(kn) 으 kaP and the center Z(kaP) 은 kPa, where

' {0} if n is even

느 Z(6i — 匕2 十 ’ ’ ‘ — 仁m—1 十 匕n) if 72 is odd.
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PROOF. It is easy to check that the map from Pq(kn) into kaP 

defined by 亂 — te心 i = 1,n is an isomorphism and the fact 

Z(kaP) 스 kPa follows from Lemma 1. Moreover, Pa is found easily 

by a straight calculation.

COROLLARY 4. If n is even then (0) is unique minimal primitive 

ideal of Oq{kn} and any other primitive ideal contains some x〔. If n 

is odd then all ideals of the form

{⑦iG • • • xn — ax2x4 • ’ - xn_i), a £ k*

are all minimal primitive ideals of Oq(kn) and any other primitive 

ideal contains some Xi，

PROOF. If n is even then, by Lemma 3, every nonzero prime ideal 

of Og(fen) contains some Xi since Xj are normal and so (0) is the unique 

minimal primitive ideal by [2, 9.1.8(i)].

Let n be odd. Then all maximal ideals of Z(kaP), where a and P 

are ones of Lemma 3, are of the form

〈仏忌…忌丄아—a), a 6 A:*

by Theorem 2. Therefore the conclusion follows since Pq(kn) is the 

localization of O(J(kn) with respect to the multiplicative set generated 

by

Let cr, P and ei,...,en be as in Lemma 3. Since q G k* is not a 

root of unity, the map u from P x P into k subject to

cf2(A,/z) = (서사) VA, fl 6 P

is antisymmetric and bilinear. That is,

u(Ai + A2,/z) = 11(X1,11) + u(X2,1丄)

tz(A, i丄) = A)
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More precisely, the antisymmetric and bilinear map u is defined by

' —1 i < j

u(ei, ej) = 0 i = j

.1 i>j

Since u is an antisymmetric and bilinear map, there is a Poisson 

structure on the group algebra kP define by

{iA,Z사} = iz(A,/丄)

More precisely,

{
—ieH_ej i < j

0 i = j

丄 느 J•

Hence the subalgebra of kP generated by tei，…, tCn, denoted by A(n), 

is a sub-Poisson algebra of kP.

Lemma 5. Set

ZP(kP) = {f E kP | {f,g} = 0 Vg G kP}.

Then Zp(kP) = kPu where = {A G P | u(A,;/) = 0 V/z E P}. 

The Poisson subalgebra Zp(kP) of kP, which has the trivial Poisson 

structure^ is called the Poisson center.

PROOF. Let f =人 (Wa. Then f G Zp(kP) if and only if 

{血, /} = 0 for all I丄 E P. Since {血, /} = (사, 시仙匕, this

will occur if and only if A € Pu for all A in the support of f.

Recall that a Poisson ideal of a Poisson algebra A is an ideal I such 

that {f^g} G I for all f E I and g E A.
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THEOREM 6. There is a bijection preserving inclusions between 

the Poisson ideals of kP and the Poisson ideals of Zp(kP\ That is, 

if I is a Poisson ideal of kP then I = (1 A Zp(kP))kP, and if J is a 

Poisson ideal of Zp(kP) then J = (JkP) A Zp(kP). 〒

PROOF. Set Zp = Zp(kP). Consider the action of P as linear 

endomorphisms of kP defined by

사Z/J = u(入＞ I丄)t바 = {'a北//}어시

Let T be a transversal for Pu in P. Then the weight space decompo

sition of kP under this action is

(**) kP = ① Zp心

KT

If Z is a Poisson ideal of kP then I must be invariant under this action 

and so

I = 이어 I「1 Zpty = 丁 Cl Zp)ty = (1 Pl Zp}kP.

以 V

If J is a Poisson ideal of Zp and if x 6 (JkP) A Zp then x =

⑦i/i for some x》E J and fi E kP. Replace each fi to an element 

written by the decomposition (**) and then x can be expressed by 

x = 乞三€丁 ciwty for some ay E J. Since x E Zp^\i v Pu then(如 = 0 

and so x E J- Therefore we have that J = (JkP) A Zp.

Let A be a Poisson algebra over k and let Q be a prime Poisson 

ideal of A, Then the Poisson bracket on A defines a Poisson bracket on 

Fract(A/Q) and define Q to be symplectic if {a G Fract(A/Q) | {cz, b} = 

0 V6 G FractQ4/Q)} reduces to scalars (see [1, A.4.1]). A Poisson alge

bra A is called symplectic whenever the Poisson ideal (0) is symplectic.
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THEOREM 7. There is a bijection between Prim(Oq(kn)), the set of 

all primitive ideals, and Symp(A(n)), the set of all symplectic ideals.

PROOF. We proceed the proof by induction on n. If rz = 1 then 

the conclusion is true because Og(P) = k[x] 스 A(l) and the Poisson 

structure of A(l) is trivial. Assume that n > 1 and Theorem is true 

for positive integers less than n.

Note that the center Z(kaP) is isomorphic to the Poisson center 

of kP since(r2(A,/』) = g떠서사) and q is not a root of unity. If n is 

even then A(n) is symplectic since Frac(A(n)) = Frac(LP) and every 

nonzero symplectic ideal of ,4(n) contains some tei by Theorem 6. If 

n is odd then any symplectic ideal of A(n) which is not containing 

any tei contains

for some a E k* by Theorem 6 and the ideal (J) is symplectic. There

fore the proof is complete by Corollary 4 and the induction n.
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